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Lars Berglund MD PhD

Editor-in-Chief



JCTS in brief

• Journal started 2017, now in its 5th year
• Major focus area: Clinical research; Education; Implementation, 

Policy and Community Engagement; Translational Research Design 
and Analysis

• Switched from 6 issues/year to continuous publication in 2021
• Editorial Board largely recruited from CTSA and CTR center 

institutions 
• Junior editors – APSA and KL2 trainees
• In 2020 initiated thematic issues: 3 published, 3 under way including 

one focused on COVID-19, and several in planning stage





JCTS new submissions 2020 

Reviews Perspectives Special Comm Research Articles

Brief Reports Editorials Expedited reports Letters



JCTS – changes made due to COVID-19

• In April 2020, initiated a rapid review pathway for COVID-related 
submissions – goal to review within 7 days

• Engaged Editorial Board to be onboard with rapid turnaround
• No major change regarding review process beyond the shorter 

timeline – criteria same as for regular submissions
• After discussions with Cambridge University Press (publisher) 

offered waiving submission fees for COVID-related submissions
• Waiver initially lasting until September, continued until end of 

December 2020
• In the fall of 2020, due to volume, we reverted back to a single 

review process for all submissions 



JCTS – COVID vs non-COVID submissions

• Between April 2020 – March 2021 we received 203 submissions, of 
which 50 were COVID manuscripts (25%).

• COVID submissions to date – 33 accepted and 10 rejected – rejection 
rate 23%

• Non-COVID submissions to date – 72 accepted and 22 rejected –
rejection rate 23%

• Under review or in revision – 7 COVID paper and 59 non-COVID 
papers

• COVID papers had shorter timeline – 30 vs 46 days to first decision 
and 46 vs 74 days to final decision





Of top 10 downloaded papers – 7 addressed COVID



JCTS – COVID thematic issue under way

• Prioritization – COVID vs non-COVID studies
• Virtual visits
• Role of Biorepositories
• Risk/Benefit related to personnel risk and re-opening studies
• Informed consent processes
• Modifying laboratory testing
• IRB procedures
• Role of Informatics
• FDA interactions



Lessons learned

• Important to offer flexibility
• Engagement of Editorial Board members and Reviewers critical 

– important stakeholders in process
• Maintaining focus on quality and content in spite of need for 

speed
• Working with publisher on communication and marketing
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● I’m Executive Editor of The BMJ. It is published by BMJ, a 
wholly owned subsidiary of the British Medical Association. 

● BMJ (the company) receives 8.7% of revenues from drug & 
device companies through advertising, reprint sales, & 
sponsorship. For The BMJ it’s 12%. The BMJ is an open 
access journal that charges article-processing fees for 
Research Articles.

● I chair the Advisory Board of Europe PubMed Central. 
● I am a founder of the MedRχiv clinical preprint server.
● I am European Coordinator for the quadrennial Peer Review 

Congress.
● I am on the Board of AIP Publishing

Competing interests



In an ideal world
Do some 
research

Prepare it 
for public 
sharing

Share it 
with the 

world

Read / 
use other 
people's 

work

Discuss 
ideas



How it worked for 150 years 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Faraday_
Michael_Christmas_lecture.jpg



But now*... Do some 
research

Write a 
description

Submit to a 
journal

Do more work 
as requested

Resubmit

PublicationBe judged by 
publications

Get grants

Promotion

Read / 
use other 
people's 

work

Discuss 
ideas

Rejection: try 
elsewhere

* I think I first showed a 
slide like this in 2010. 

Bias by Nick Youngson CC BY-SA 3.0 Alpha Stock Images

http://www.nyphotographic.com/
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/
http://alphastockimages.com/


Do some 
research

Write a 
description

Submit to a 
journal

Do more work 
as requested

Resubmit

PublicationBe judged by 
publications

Get funding

Success

Read / 
use other 
people's 

work

Discuss 
ideas

Rejection: try 
elsewhere
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Preprint
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● Speed up science: faster dissemination within the research community
● Allow pre-publication peer review and feedback, 

making ‘better’ articles
● Give authors precedence 
● Freely available (but not always fully ‘open’) 
● Surface data that may not survive 

peer review
● Risk of surfacing incorrect information,

conclusions or assumptions that could 
be harmful to the health of individuals or
whole populations

The case for preprints

http://asapbio.org/



medRχiv: a server for health science preprints
● Conceptually and technologically similar to 

bioRxiv (basic science, biology)
● Not-for-profit
● A service not a product
● Publisher-neutral
● Operated by CSH Laboratory
● Managed in partnership with BMJ and Yale 

University 
● Launched Q2 2019
● Now supported by CZI



● Original clinical/health research, 
including clinical trials, observational or 
qualitative research, quality 
improvement and implementation, policy 
studies, and medical education

● Systematic reviews and meta-analyses
● Methodological research
● Clinical study Protocols  
● Not commentaries, editorials, opinion 

pieces, essays, letters to editors, 
narrative reviews, case reports

● Follow ICMJE guidance 
● Funding and competing 

interests statements
● Statement of IRB / ethics 

committee oversight
● Study registration when 

applicable (e.g. 
ClinicalTrials.gov; PROSPERO) 

● Data availability statement 
● EQUATOR Network reporting 

guidelines checklists

medRχiv submission requirements: 
Original research articles Following community norms



medRχiv: risk mitigation
Is it nonsense?
Is it non-science?
Is it a paper?
Is it research?
Is it plagiarized?
Is it a health threat?
Is there a benefit to sharing 
now vs. after peer review?



Caution: Preprints are preliminary reports of work 
that have not been peer-reviewed. They should not 

be relied on to guide clinical practice or health-
related behaviors and should not be reported in 

news media as established information.

We also urge journalists and other 
individuals who report on medical research 
to the general public to consider this when 
discussing work that appears on medRxiv 

and emphasize it has yet to be evaluated by 
the medical community and the information 

presented may be erroneous.

This article is a preprint and has not been peer-
reviewed [what does this mean?]. It reports new 

medical research that has yet to be evaluated 
and so should not be used to guide clinical 

practice.





Monthly posted:

Daily submitted: ->

> 15,000 
total 
posted

> 5,000 
revised 
after 
post ing 

~ 20% 
rejected

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep

9 20 45 92 77 59 57 51 51

Pandemic growth



XML



Widespread recognition of the value of preprints...



... but also worries about their misuse







Where is the sweet spot for dissemination? 



The BMJ: print magazine, online journal
• News
• Features
• Investigations
• Education
• Campaigns
• Opinions
• Guidelines
• Commentary
• Analysis
• And Open Access Research 

Articles supported by article-
processing charges 



BMJ journals portfolio 











All information 
is freely 
available



Speeding up journal publication

Pre- pandemic:
Peer review 100 days + 
production 24 days =
median > 4 months from 
submission to 
publication.

Nature 530, 148–151 (11 February 2016) doi:10.1038/530148a



Rapid Recommendations and Living Systematic Reviews



Covid: the first preprinted epidemic. Will it help? 

Brierley L. Lessons from the influx of preprints during the early COVID-19 pandemic. Lancet Planet Health 2021; 5: e115–17.

Paul Glasziou, Sharon Sanders, Tammy Hoffmann,
BMJ 2020;369:m1847 doi: 10.1136/bmj.m1847

https://www.bmj.com/content/369/bmj.m1847


Web: bmj.com medrxiv.org
Email: tbloom@bmj.com
Twitter: @TheoBloom @medrxivpreprint

Thank you!
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